NOTICE OF MEETING

THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO

Date: Wednesday, February 12, 2020
Time: 6:00 pm
Location: Price Center East, Forum

Order of Business

Roll Call

Public Input

Reports of External News

Reports of Members

1. Oral Reports of Members
2. Written Reports
   1. Allocation of $3000 from Tournament and Competition to Figure Skating @ UCSD Pioneer Open 2020
   2. Allocation of $3581.25 from Programming Funds to Biomedical Engineering Society (BMES) Translational Medicine Day 2020
   3. Allocation of $3000 from Tournament and Competition Funds to American Mock World Health Organization at UCSD AMWHO University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill Chapter at University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill
   4. Allocation of $2715.60 from Programming Funds to SangamSD SangamSD Winter Banquet
   5. Allocation of $1904.57 from Programming Funds to TRITON-AI Chris Anderson at Quarterly hack and race at Circuit Luanch, Oakland CA
   6. Allocation of $1563.02 from Tournament and Competition Funds to Pushpanjali George Mason University at The Center for Arts Harris Theatre, George Mason University
   7. Allocation of $1445 from Tournament and Competition Funds to Speech & Debate Palomar College at PSCFA Spring Championships
   8. Allocation of $1140 from Tournament and Competition Funds to Speech & Debate Cerritos College at PSCFA Cool-Off tournament
   9. Allocation of $1095 from Programming Funds to Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) ACM StartExpo
   10. Allocation of $989.95 from Programming Funds to Interfraternity Council Finals Study Break
   11. Allocation of $780 from Programming Funds to Chinese Computer Community Demo Day 20WI
   12. Allocation of $776.57 from Programming Funds to Tau Beta Pi Pi Day Celebration
13. Allocation of $719.85 from Programming Funds to Undergraduate Bioinformatics Club at UCSD (UBIC) Southwest Bioinformatics Conference
14. Allocation of $673.90 from Programming Funds to Triton XR Winter Project Showcase
15. Allocation of $571.78 from Programming Funds to ECE Undergraduate Student Council ECE USC Study Jam
16. Allocation of $553.50 from Programming Funds to Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) HappIEEE Hour Winter 2019
17. Allocation of $545.66 from Programming Funds to Muslim Student Association MSA Friday Sermon and lunch
18. Allocation of $527.43 from Programming Funds to Panhellenic Association Donut Stress!
19. Allocation of $527.43 from Programming Funds to Interfraternity Council Donut Stress!
20. Allocation of $449.32 from Programming Funds to Pakistani Student Association Biryani Night
21. Allocation of $400.62 from Programming Funds to American Chemical Society Student Affiliates (ACSSA) Week 10 Study Jam Winter 2020
22. Allocation of $382.03 from Programming Funds to Biological Sciences Student Association BSSA Movie Night: Hobbs & Shaw
23. Allocation of $377.03 from Programming Funds to Movimiento Estudiantil Chicanola de Aztlan (MECHA) MEChA's Winter Pachanga
24. Allocation of $348.21 from Programming Funds to Society of Women Engineers (SWE) Winter Quarter Engineering Diversity Org Study Jam
25. Allocation of $341.59 from Programming Funds to Society of Women Engineers (SWE) Winter Quarter Engineering Diversity Org Study Jam
26. Allocation of $338.71 from Programming Funds to Eta Kappa Nu (HKN) Study Inn
27. Allocation of $329.50 from Programming Funds to Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) ACM's Got Talent
28. Allocation of $282.84 from Programming Funds to Global Medical Missions Alliance GMMA Missions Send-Off
29. Allocation of $227.96 from Programming Funds to Motorcycle Club at UCSD Motorcycle Club at UCSD Study Session
30. Allocation of $226.50 from Programming Funds to Women and Minorities in Economics (WAMIE) WAMIE Winter Social
31. Allocation of $173.06 from Programming Funds to Daughters of Triton Daughters of Triton and Duly Noted A Cappella Concert
32. Allocation of $108.59 from Programming Funds to Girls Who Code College Loop Girls Who Code Study Jam
33. Allocation of $101.71 from Programming Funds to Out in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (oSTEM) W120 Quoffee Study Time 5
34. Allocation of $97.30 from Programming Funds to Insight Pre-Optometry Insight Study Jam #3
35. Allocation of $93.45 from Programming Funds to Biological Sciences Student Association BSSA'S Super Study Session
37. Allocation of $92.96 from Programming Funds to PERIOD. at UCSD Winter '20 Study Social
38. Allocation of $86.55 from Programming Funds to American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) AIChE Winter 2020 Study Jam #1
39. Allocation of $77.55 from Programming Funds to American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) AIChE Winter 2020 Study Jam #2
40. Allocation of $65.95 from Programming Funds to Engineering World Health EWH Study Jam
41. Allocation of $64.06 from Programming Funds to Queer and Trans* People of Color (QT*POC) at UCSD QTPOC GBM #1
42. Allocation of $57.95 from Programming Funds to Origami Folders at UCSD Winter 2020 Paper Planes Meeting
43. Allocation of $220.63 from Programming Funds to Redeemers Grace Church RGC Doubt Night

- Ethan Christensen

Reports of Senator Projects

Question Time

Reports of Committees

1 Finance Committee
2 Legislative Committee

Special Orders

1 Presentation on the Recreation Fee Referenda by John Hughes. Sponsored by Eleanor Grudin

Unfinished Business

1 Support of Changing UC Policy PACAOS-80 Regarding Student Fees. Sponsored by Kamron Williams (Attachment 1)

New Business

Open Forum

Roll Call

Bills in Committee

Finance Committee

F1 Allocation of $120 from Programming Funds to House of Prayer at UCSD Contend Prayer Night. Sponsored by Ethan Christensen
Legislative Committee

L1 Statement of Support for On-Campus Resident Restriction Parking Policy. Sponsored by Eleanor Grudin. (Attachment forthcoming)


L3 Recommendation of Election Day as a Non-Instructional Day at UC San Diego. Sponsored by Kamron Williams (Attachment 3)